T he relationships encompassed by the 'fundamental dogma' of neuroscience (Rauschecker 1995) , namely, that long-term memory is stored by means of synaptic modifications in the same distributed assembly of brain structures that process and analyse the events and relations to be remembered (Mishkin 1982; Squire 1986; Ungerleider 1995) , are of far-reaching significance. They lie at the root of an intrinsic basis for potential incompatibilities between the brain's processing of internal information concomitantly with its processing and responding to sensory inputs.
Here I propose that the acquisition of adaptations such as sleep, schooling by fishes and avian flocking in flight was strongly influenced by the greatly divergent behaviour and ecology of affected groups. These diverse adaptations appear to have been driven largely by the brain's inability to process sensory inputs, predominantly detailed focal vision, and direct moment-to-moment responses, simultaneously with its need to process ongoing events and relations into memory and reinforce large stores of long-term memories. Sleep relieved these multiple demands by providing a period during which nonurgent neural processing (record keeping) could proceed without interference from, or interfering with, the urgently needed processing of sensory inputs and responses.
The further evolution of some animals took pathways that eliminated the need for sleep. In some fish, for example, needs for detailed focal vision and/or much of the brain's needs to execute highly variable responses and keep extensive records were obviated. Consequently, these fish no longer sleep. Similarly, in birds that dispense with the use of detailed focal vision for very lengthy periods, the need for sleep (possibly only for bihemispheric sleep) during these periods is eliminated.
The evolution of detailed focal vision probably was accompanied by profound behavioural and ecological changes. Detailed focal vision usually requires 'enormous' amounts of complex visual analysis (Llinás & Paré 1991) . It also may engender vast increases in memory processing, including storing and reinforcing infrequently used, long-term memories. Survival of, and among, animals possessing detailed focal vision usually depends critically on responses that are initiated quickly and effected rapidly, and on recognition of prey, predators and locales (close by and remote), which may be encountered infrequently. It is these evolutionary refinements that may have taxed the brain's parallel processing capacity, a principal topic of this Commentary.
Sleep and Memory Processing
Many studies support the paradigm that, throughout life, repetitive, self-induced, electrical oscillations in the brain activate and reinforce memory circuits during sleep (see Kavanau 1997) . Reinforcement occurs by virtue of activity-dependent plasticity, wherein strengths of synapses become refreshed and maintained through synaptic activation and use (Steward 1993; Katz & Schatz 1996) . Repetitive activations during sleep are mediated primarily by brain waves below 14 cycles/s (reviewed in Kavanau 1997).
Consolidation of short-term into long-term memories occurs during both rapid-eye-movement (REM) and non-REM sleep, largely by a lengthy, repetitive, associative process known as 'hippocampal replay'. This involves bidirectional transfers of information between the neocortex and structures of the medial temporal lobe, particularly in the hippocampal formation (Shimizu et al. 2000) .
Memories already in long-term storage need reinforcement because molecules essential for synaptic function,
